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GLOBAL OCEAN 
TRENDS

▪ Carriers continue to announce blank sailings. The heaviest trade 

remains transpacific eastbound, followed by Far East westbound to North 

Europe.

▪ Drewry analysts suggest new build tonnage arriving to the market combined 

with less frequent blank sailings may cause a slight increase in capacity. Should 

this be realized in the near future, rates are not expected to increase.

▪ Recent behavior – including hesitation to implement more drastic and 

aggressive blank sailing measures – indicates carriers are focused on 

market share retention and client loyalty.

▪ Rate indices continue to decrease, with head haul lanes not expected to 

rebound to higher levels in the coming weeks.

▪ Carrier alliances are coming under a closer watch with the announcement 

of the 2M dissolution. Some analysts are waiting to see if this news will 

trigger additional alliance reorganizations.

AIT WORLDWIDE LOGISTICS

World Container Index Global Port Throughput Bunker
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▪ Inactive capacity is at 3,367 ships representing 1,679,935 TEU. This is a slight increase from the previous month, accounting for 6.4% 

of the global fleet.

▪ The greatest percentage of ships in the global idle fleet are in the 3,000-to-5,000 TEU range.

▪ Five vessels were delivered in March, including one 10,000+ TEU vessel delivered to Wan Hai Lines.

CAPACITY AND IDLE 
FLEET

Source: Alphaliner

Tonnage Inactive
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OCEAN TRADE 
LANES

AIT WORLDWIDE LOGISTICS

▪ The largest ocean carriers, comprising the nine members of the 

three global alliances plus ZIM and Wan Hai Lines, are 

scheduled to receive 89 ships in 2023. Some lines may attempt 

to defer vessel deliveries to 2024.

▪ Overcapacity remains a major concern as it appears this 

additional capacity will impact the market at a time of low 

demand. Expect growing capacity to limit any potential rate 

increases in coming quarters.

▪ Blank sailings and other service closure efforts by carriers to 

counter declining rates are likely to be unsuccessful.

▪ Large carriers will continue to make aggressive efforts to 

increase their shares of the global market.

Trade Lane Status Comments

TPEB to USEC

TPEB to USWC

CBP to N Eur

CBP to MED

SE Asia to N Eur

SE Asia to MED

ISC to US

N Eur to ISC

Trade Lane Status Comments

N Eur to AP
Stable rates

expected

MED to AP
Rates expected to 

stabilize

US to N Eur

US to MED

MED to US

N Eur to US

US to ISC

Med to ISC

Available space; quick booking turn 

time.

Capacity well utilized; some space 

available.

Demand higher than supply; space 

agreements challenged.
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OCEAN 
CARRIER 
UPDATES

▪ Hapag-Lloyd will be a vessel provider for Wan Hai Lines’ "AA7" service from the Far East 

to the U.S. East Coast. Starting in April, both carriers will deploy larger ships with a 

declared capacity of 7,500-11,500 TEU on the loop.

▪ MSC’s Asia – Med ‘Dragon’ service (average capacity of 5,800 TEU) will turn in nine 

weeks, offering a first departure from Shanghai on March 12 with the MSC MICHAELA.

▪ Evergreen Line has introduced a Korea-China-Taiwan-Straits-Eastern India service, 

dubbed "FME2”.

▪ In mid-April, ZIM starts a new weekly service connecting U.S. gulf ports with its hub in 

Kingston, Jamaica. The new line, "Caribbean Gulf Express (CGX)" will call at Kingston, 

Houston, Mobile, and Kingston.

▪ MSC’s weekly NWC to/from Portbury, Greenock and Liverpool service has returned to 

Antwerp, where the MSC PSA European Terminal acts as the major North European hub.

▪ In late February, CNC (part of CMA CGM Group) resumed offering two weekly shuttles 

between Singapore and Ho Chi Minh City.

2M

MSC

Maersk

Ocean Alliance

OOCL 

CMA CGM

COSCO Shipping 

Evergreen Line
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THE Alliance

Hapag-Lloyd 
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Yang Ming
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Toll fees increase

Federal tolls on Mexican highways increased by 7.82%, in accordance with 

inflation, for the period from December 2021 to December 2022.

New truck driver degree

With an aim to grow the number of available drivers in Mexico, a new program 

allows students to drive heavy vehicles and special equipment, following six 

semesters of study.

According to the National Chamber of Cargo Transportation and the National 

Confederation of Mexican Transporters, the nation is currently facing a 50,000-

person shortage of cargo transport operators.

Inflation impacts motor carriers

In 2022, prices increased across the board for Mexico's motor carriers. The price 

of diesel (carriers’ main operating cost) grew 21.8% from 2021. The cost of tires 

increased 14.2% from the previous year and brake systems rose by 11.3%.

Other vehicle costs also grew from year to year, including body costs (+5.4%), 

springs (+4%), spark plugs (+2%) and radiators (+1.4%).

Finally, seven other common carrier costs increased last year, including oils and 

lubricants (+8.3%) and cargo storage (+6.4%).

MEXICO AND 
TRANSBORDER
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TEUs at Mexican ports dropped by 6.8% YOY in January 2023

▪ Pacific ports handled 7.6% fewer TEUs while Gulf of Mexico locations 
handled 4.6% less in comparison to January 2022 volume.

▪ All TEUs operated during the first month of 2023 were for high-altitude traffic. 
There was no record of containers in cabotage traffic.

▪ The Mexican government has sought to promote the transport of goods 
through sea cabotage with the application of investments in strategic ports, 
without any progress in the matter to date.

MEXICO AND 
TRANSBORDER
▪ Ocean Updates
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▪ China Southern now operates three weekly services to Felipe Ángeles 
International Airport.

▪ In January, air cargo in Mexico grew at an annual rate of 8%, with Mexico City 
International Airport topping the list of the fastest growing, merchandise-
moving terminals.

MEXICO AND 
TRANSBORDER
▪ Air Updates
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AIR FREIGHT 
OVERVIEW

▪ Demand continues to weaken, with 

first quarter results including load 

factors beneath pre-pandemic levels 

(near 11%).

▪ Belly capacity is still limited 

compared to past quarters, but it 

continues to rebound, with load 

factors now registering at 44.8%. 

The ongoing increase in passenger 

flights continues to boost this 

capacity.

▪ Expect further growth for belly 

capacity as China's reopening 

continues to positively impact 

passenger flights.
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Growth in Global Goods Trade
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CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT

AIT WORLDWIDE LOGISTICS

▪ Tonnages continue to underperform as capacity 

availability rises.

▪ Rates are not expected to surge over the course of 2023.

▪ Shippers are aggressively moving to formal bids for air 

freight pricing and long-term agreements, reflecting pre-

pandemic approaches to transportation procurement.

▪ Passenger bookings and international seat availability 

grew in the latter half of the first quarter as a result of 

easing pandemic policies in China.
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AIR TRADE LANES

AIT WORLDWIDE LOGISTICS

▪ With normalized rates and seasonal similarities to the pre-

pandemic market, capacity is expected to grow in the summer 

due to increased passenger demand.

▪ A Lufthansa Group IT outage recently led to flight delays, 

cancellations, and import ground handling delays. The airline 

is also set to cancel more than 30,000 flights from its original 

summer 2023 schedule due to ongoing staff shortages.

▪ Soft demand has reduced load factors by more than 5% 

compared to the end of 2022.

▪ Slight volume increases in the latter half of the first quarter 

were very limited – not enough to significantly impact rates 

and capacity.

Trade Lane Status Comments

AP to US

US to AP

Europe to AP

AP to Europe

Europe to US

US to Europe

Trade Lane Status Comments

US to LATAM

LATAM to US

Europe to 

LATAM

LATAM to

Europe

India to US

US to India

Available space; quick booking turn 

time.

Capacity well utilized; some space 

available

Demand higher than supply; space 

agreements challenged.
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NORTH AMERICAN 
TRANSPORTATION

▪ So far, declines in spot quote rates across all modes of trucking has continued into March 2023.

▪ U.S. manufacturing is showing signs of slowing, in conjunction with decreased new orders in technology, home goods, and 

retail. The current manufacturing PMI is 47.7 (a number below 50 signifies a shrinking manufacturing economy).

▪ Meanwhile, China reported an outsized jump in manufacturing activity, which may positively influence supply chain challenges, fuel

commodity prices, and global inflation.
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NORTH AMERICAN 

TRANSPORTATION

▪ Load-to-driver capacity remains 

favorable in most U.S. markets.

▪ Many factors are contributing to 

available capacity, such as 

declines in consumer spending

and manufacturing output, as 

well as excessive inventories 

driving a decrease in new 

ordering.
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ECONOMIC 
INDICATORS
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While U.S. GDP growth defied expectations in late 2022, 

the Conference Board expects persistently high inflation 

and rising interest rates will soon tip the economy into a 

brief and mild recession. The CB forecasts that real GDP 

growth will slow to 0.3% and then rebound to 1.6% in 2024.

Real U.S. consumer spending began to contract in the final 

months of 2022, and this trend is expected to continue over 

the coming quarters. Additionally, as the Federal Reserve 

continues to raise interest rates (the CB forecasts two more 

25 basis point hikes over the next two meetings) they

expect nonresidential investment to turn negative and 

residential investment to continue to contract. Finally, 

volatility in trade and inventory data that boosted growth in 

Q4 2022 is unlikely to persist in Q1 2023 and will therefore 

push overall GDP lower.

Labor market tightness will moderate somewhat over the 

coming quarters but will remain elevated relative to 

previous economic downturns. This should prevent overall 

economic growth from slipping too deeply into 

contractionary territory and facilitate a rebound in late 2023. 

Inflation will continue to cool over the course of 2023 as 

well, but the Fed’s 2% inflation target will remain elusive. 

As such, the Federal Reserve will not cut interest rates until 

next year, in the CB's view.
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TURN INSIGHTS INTO ACTION 
WITH AIT

Partner with a global network of experts on logistics 

plans tailored to you

Now that you know what’s on the horizon for the coming 

month, it’s time to strategize. But you don’t have to do it alone. 

Let us put our 40+ years of experience across every industry, 

mode and region to work for your organization.

North American Domestic Product 

Dale Grosso 

dgrosso@aitworldwide.com

Customs Brokerage

Emily Faulkner

efaulkner@aitworldwide.com

International Air and Ocean 

Kent Thompson 

kthompson@aitworldwide.com
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